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Abstract Senegal is the southern tip of the Canary upwelling system. Its coastal ocean hosts an
upwelling center which shapes sea surface temperatures between latitudes 12∘ and 15∘N. Near this latter
latitude, the Cape Verde headland and a sudden change in shelf cross-shore profile are major sources of
heterogeneity in the southern Senegal upwelling sector (SSUS). SSUS dynamics is investigated by means
of Regional Ocean Modeling System simulations. Configuration realism and resolution (Δx ≈ 2 km) are
sufficient to reproduce the SSUS frontal system. Our main focus is on the 3-D upwelling circulation which
turns out to be profoundly different from 2-D theory: cold water injection onto the shelf and upwelling
are strongly concentrated within a few tens of kilometers south of Cape Verde and largely arise from flow
divergence in the alongshore direction; a significant fraction of the upwelled waters are retained nearshore
over long distances while travelling southward under the influence of northerly winds. Another source
of complexity, regional-scale alongshore pressure gradients, also contributes to the overall retention of
upwelled waters over the shelf. Varying the degree of realism of atmospheric and oceanic forcings does not
appreciably change these conclusions. This study sheds light on the dynamics and circulation underlying
the recurrent sea surface temperature pattern observed during the upwelling season and offers new
perspectives on the connections between the SSUS physical environment and its ecosystems. It also casts
doubt on the validity of upwelling intensity estimations based on simple Ekman upwelling indices at such
local scales.

1. Introduction

Coastal upwelling rarely takes place in its idealized 2-D alongshore invariant form [Ekman, 1905]. Underwater
features and coastline irregularities such as capes, often aided by fine-scale wind features, produce hetero-
geneities in the upwelling circulation [Barth et al., 2005; Ramp et al., 2005]. Focal areas of intensified upwelling,
the so-called upwelling centers, are generally found in association with capes [Brink et al., 1981; Jones et al.,
1983]. Each center is associated with unique circulation and dynamics depending on the exact bathymetry
and coastline shapes, local wind regime (modulated by nearby orography), regional circulation, etc. The fate
of upwelled waters is also strongly dependent on those factors, but upwelling centers are generally asso-
ciated with filaments that swiftly transport upwelled waters offshore, hence limited nearshore retention of
these waters. In sectors dominated by this type of dynamics, upwelling relaxation periods are believed to be
essential to the survival and reproduction of many marine species [Yokomizo et al., 2010; Bakun, 1996]. In con-
trast, upwelling shadows [Graham and Largier, 1997; Roughan et al., 2005] offer environments sheltered from
coastal upwelling where reduced offshore drift is exploited by ecosystems. Enrichment by nearby upwelling
waters is indirect and intermittent in these sectors [Zhang et al., 2015].

In this study we present numerical evidence for the existence of a variant of nearshore upwelling dynamics in
which the surface layer benefits from both direct enrichment by subsurface waters (albeit at a lower rate than
Ekman theory predicts) and reduced offshore export of these upwelling waters. This upwelling dynamics is
found in the southern Senegal upwelling sector (SSUS, Figure 1a) delimited by the Cape Verde Peninsula and
the latitude 12∘N, at the southern tip of the Canary current system (Note that the coastal waters between
13∘35’35’’N and 13∘03’27’’N are those of Gambia). The southern Senegal shelf hosts an upwelling center that
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Figure 1. Examples of instantaneous SST (∘C) fields from (a) Shfw and (b) L2 MODIS for the core of the SSUS upwelling
period (February–April). February–April climatological probability density function for the distribution of zonal SST
minima computed in 2 km latitude bands (longitude binning also uses a 2 km mesh size) for (c) Shfw and (d) L2 MODIS
(see details in Ndoye et al. [2014]); note the nonlinear color scales for these two panels. February–April mean
climatological sea level from (e) Shfw and (f ) observations combining the 2013 CNES-CLS mean dynamic topography
with DUACS monthly sea level anomalies. Isobaths 10, 20, 50, and 100 m are also shown. Locations of the
Senegal/Gambia borders are shown on land with thick black lines.
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is active during boreal winter and spring (November through May) when the Intertropical Convergence Zone
is located in the Southern Hemisphere. The Senegal coastal ocean geomorphology is characterized by a major
coastline and bathymetric irregularity near Cape Verde (CV; see Figure 1a). About CV the shape of the con-
tinental shelf changes from moderately narrow in the north to broad and shallow in the south (Figure 1). A
recurrent sea surface temperature (SST) state in the SSUS is shown in Figure 1b (next to a resembling model
state, Figure 1a). A tongue of cold upwelled water seems to emanate from south of CV. It extends southward
over hundred kilometers or more, roughly parallel to the shoreline, and is generally well confined on the shelf.
Note the elongated strip of warmer waters present inshore of the tongue.

SSUS upwelling circulation must differ from the one found for the classical 2-D vertical (2DV) upwelling or in
other upwelling centers [Rosenfeld et al., 1994], but very few dynamical studies have investigated this sector.
In fact, a SSUS surface circulation scheme has been proposed in the 1970s [Rebert and Privé, 1974] based on
10 days of rotor current meter measurements made in March 1974 and never revisited until very recently.
Based on 2DV theory [Estrade et al., 2008], the place where inshore warm waters are found has traditionally
been interpreted as a retention area isolated from upwelling influence [Demarcq and Faure, 2000]. This area
is a major fishing ground for artisanal fishermen with fishing activities so intense that it frequently precludes
research vessel navigation and operation.

Analyses of state-of-the-art 3-D numerical simulations presented below confirm that the SSUS wind-driven
circulation is peculiar in many ways. In the model, it is characterized by a strongly reduced upwelling com-
pared to Ekman theory predictions and strong tendency to nearshore retention of upwelling waters which
we explain dynamically. In particular, the current view on the warm inshore strip needs to be qualified and
revisited: in the model, this strip is composed of waters recently upwelled in the northern SSUS that are pro-
gressively warmed as they drift southward in shallow waters. The presence of this warm inshore strip thus
exemplifies the long retention tendency of the sector. Circumstantial observational evidence suggests that
small pelagic fish take advantage of this system’s property.

The study is organized as follows. The model simulations are briefly presented in section 2. They are sub-
sequently evaluated against observations and analyzed in section 3, using Eulerian and Lagrangian tech-
niques. Conclusions are offered in the final section, including on the SSUS ecosystem functioning and its
management.

2. Materials and Methods

To investigate the SSUS dynamics and circulation, we carried out several Regional Ocean Modelling System
(ROMS) [Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005, 2009] simulations for the Canary Current System with a grid nest
[Debreu and Blayo, 2008] focusing on the Senegal coastal ocean. Model horizontal resolution offshore of
Senegal was Δx ≈ 2 km, which is sufficient to resolve the fine-scale dynamical features we are interested
in. We use KPP for the vertical turbulence closure [Large et al., 1994]. The model was forced by realistic sur-
face and climatological open boundary conditions from SODA [Carton and Giese, 2008]. Our baseline solution
called Shfw used climatological surface heat/freshwater fluxes with daily winds for the period 1999–2008, i.e.,
the solution was subjected to forced synoptic and interannual variability. Surface heat/freshwater forcings
combine two products (International Comprehensive Ocean Atmosphere Data Set [Worley et al., 2005] and
Tropflux [Praveen Kumar et al., 2013]) and a restoring as advocated in Barnier et al. [1995]. For the latter the
restoring is toward the observed SST described in Ndoye et al. [2014]. Daily wind forcing combines the monthly
climatology of Risien and Chelton [2008] with daily wind anomalies from Bentamy and Fillon [2012].

An additional simulation was computed, with a lower degree of forcing realism (Sclm; climatological wind
forcing). This allows us to test the robustness of our conclusions (see Text S2 in the supporting information).
Additional details on the model settings, configuration, and sensitivities are provided in the supporting
information Text S1.

3. Results
3.1. Model Evaluation
Model evaluation is limited given the scarcity of in situ data in the SSUS. Model skills are nonetheless con-
firmed by its ability to qualitatively reproduce key-observed fine-scale (20–100 km) SST features. These
features include the following: (1) the upwelling cold tongue whose mean position (see Figures 1c and 1d)
and seasonal across-shore migration amplitude (≈30–40 km with the most offshore position attained at the
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peak of the upwelling season) are close to the observations [Ndoye et al., 2014]); (2) the occurrence of an anti-
cyclonic mesoscale eddy in the vicinity of CV as in Figures 1a and 1b; and (3) recurrent upwelling filaments
(exporting upwelled waters to the open ocean) just north of Cape Verde and about 14∘N (Figures 1a and 1b).
Note though that shelf surface waters are, on average, ∼1∘C too warm in the model (supporting information
Text S2). Because a bias of similar amplitude also seems to affect bottom waters over the outer and midshelf
(by comparing the simulation with observations from the UPSEN2/ECOAO experiments) [see Capet et al. [2017,
Figure 5], we suspect that the model deficiency arises from a lack of offshore isopycnal tilt resulting in the
15∘C isotherm being ∼20 m too deep at the shelf break. This type of bias is common in upwelling simulations
[Capet et al., 2004].

Seasonal mean sea level compares favorably with observations at regional scale, despite some differences in
standing mesoscale patterns (Figures 1e and 1f). We are hesitant on the interpretation of these differences
given the well-known limitations of mean dynamic topography estimates at such scales [Rio et al., 2011].
Most importantly, a southward pressure gradient is present in the southern domain in both the model and
the Archiving, Validation, and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic (AVISO) data. This pressure gradient
gives rise to a regional-scale onshore geostrophic flow whose implications for the SSUS dynamics are further
described in section 3.3.

Overall qualitative agreement between observed and modelled thermohaline structures is deemed good
enough to justify in-depth analysis of the model dynamics. Note that we find only modest sensitivity to the
forcing realism. Adding realistic tides does not appreciably change the subinertial circulation, i.e., tidal rectifi-
cation effects are small (not shown). Removing the wind high frequency (i.e., using climatological winds; Sclm)
has some impact on the details of the circulation in the vicinity of Cape Verde and locally reduces upwelling
by half in places (see below). On the other hand, it does not affect our qualitative results and conclusions as
we will justify.

3.2. Upwelling Disruption by SSUS Geomorphology
For a 2DV coastal upwelling there is an exact compensation between cross-shore supply and export at any
location. This compensation breaks down in the SSUS, and we now investigate the fate of the upwelling waters
and in particular how it differs from 2DV theory.

The upwelling tongue pattern strongly suggests that upwelling predominantly occurs in the northern part
of the domain where the coldest SSTs are found. We confirm this by showing divergence of the mixed layer
horizontal flow (Figure 2). Divergence is essentially confined north of 14∘30’N over the part of the shelf where
the mean surface flow is directed onshore, i.e., opposite to Ekman transport. Further south, divergence is also
found in the vicinity of the shelf break but with much smaller values. The decomposition into meridional and
zonal components reveals the unusual importance of the divergence component in the meridional (approx-
imately alongshore) direction 𝜕yv (Figure 2b). It is known that alongshore bathymetric variability can drive
upwelling onto a shelf that widens in the downwind direction [Gan et al., 2009]. This is because a wider shelf
implies more alongshore transport, and thus, some mass flux onto the shelf is needed to accommodate the
change in alongshore transport [Pringle, 2002]. How the circulation is affected by the shelf widening depends
on whether the upstream flow can be adjusted through coastal-trapped wave propagation or not. In the
upwelling case, some distant adjustment is a priori possible because the direction of coastal wave propa-
gation is against the wind-driven flow. In practice though the SSUS geomorphology and flow regime make
such adjustment unlikely (due to scattering, reflection, and dissipation of coastal waves), hence the system-
atic deflection and separation of the upwelling jet north of CV (see Figures 1a and 1b for a particular example).
Alongshore flow acceleration is thus necessarily localized in the northern SSUS (see the tight correspondence
between flow divergence and widening of the isobaths in Figure 2, including inshore of the 20 m isobath just
south of 14∘30’N). We interpret the tendency of the SSUS dynamics to produce a mesoscale anticyclonic fea-
ture in the vicinity of CV as a consequence of the local bathymetric constraint on the flow. In the northern
SSUS this anticyclone induces onshore geostrophic flow that helps accommodate the alongshore flow diver-
gence over the shelf. This pattern is most pronounced and permanent in the simulation with climatological
winds (not shown); i.e., wind synoptic fluctuations are detrimental to the establishment of the quasi-standing
mesoscale anticyclone.

The cape and bathymetric irregularities also disrupt the subsurface supply of upwelling water advected up the
shelf to reach the divergence zone. Mean bottom currents over the shelf and in particular the across-isobath
component (Figure 2a) essentially mirror the surface divergence with dominant upshelf transport taking place
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Figure 2. (a) Horizontal bottom currents (vectors) and their associated vertical component −u ⋅ 𝛁h. (b–d) Horizontal
flow divergence and its decomposition in the meridional and zonal directions. Middepth (depth-averaged mixed layer)
current vectors are superimposed in Figure 2b (Figure 2c). (e) Net cumulative upwelling IUw (105 m3 s−1) computed
from model simulations and theory in the SSUS, as a function of latitude of the domain southern limit. Similar estimates
neglecting localized downwelling in (1) are also shown with dashed lines. (f ) Depth-averaged and meridionally averaged
mixed layer zonal velocities (dotted) and its geostrophic component (solid). Meridional averaging is carried out over
three different latitude ranges and following the 100 m isobath. Figures 2a–2d and 2f are for the simulation with
high-frequency winds (Shfw). All quantities are climatological averages over the February–April upwelling period.
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in the northern area. (A more modest bottom upshelf flow also takes place south of 13∘30’N). Note that bottom
currents do not provide a clear view of the supply of upwelling waters in the deeper part of the shelf where
the onshore flow is concentrated around middepth and is also profoundly affected by the geomorphology of
the sector (see Figure 2b).

3.3. Upwelling Reduction by Onshore Geostrophic Flow
Ekman dynamics can be strongly disrupted over the shallower parts of the SSUS, e.g., through the coalescence
of the surface and bottom Ekman layers [Estrade et al., 2008; Kämpf , 2015]. As for other upwelling sectors
it has nonetheless been assumed that, because classical upwelling dynamics is recovered in water depths
∼30–40 m or even less [Capet et al., 2017], Bakun upwelling indices still provide an accurate quantification
of upwelling intensity. This turns out not to be the case in our simulations. Overall, there is considerably less
upwelling over the southern Senegal shelf than predicted by Ekman theory and wind forcings. To show this,
we compute the net cumulative vertical transport IUw(y) across the mixed layer base (at z = hbl) over the entire
shelf width delineated by the 100 m isobath and coastline (whose positions are denoted x100(y) and xc(y)),
between a latitude y and the northern end of the SSUS at yN = 14∘45’N. Using the fact that w approximately
vanishes at the air-sea interface and the continuity equation, we have

whbl = −∫
0

hbl
𝜕z w dz = ∫

0

hbl

(
𝜕x u + 𝜕yv

)
dz

so that

IUw(y) = ∫
yN

y ∫
xc

x100

whbl dxdy = ∫
yN

y ∫
xc

x100
∫

0

hbl

(
𝜕x u + 𝜕yv

)
dzdxdy (1)

The integrand in the final form of IUw is the field shown in Figure 2d (whose patterns indicate that choosing
x100 as offshore integration limit allows us to capture the overwhelming part of the upwelling signal). A useful
comparison is with the theoretical vertical transport IU(2D)

w (y) for the quasi-2-D Ekman problem when 𝜕yv ≡ 0
and only Ekman driven flow is present so that

IU(2D)
w (y) = −∫

yN

y ∫
0

hbl
uek(x100)dy = − 1

𝜌0f ∫
yN

y
𝜏y(x100)dy (2)

where 𝜏y(x100) is the wind stress in the meridional direction, which is quasi-parallel to the 100 m isobath.
Model and theoretical vertical transport over the shelf are shown in Figure 2e. In the northernmost 10–20 km
IUw and IU(2D)

w are comparable in magnitude. Further south, IUw is relatively constant, whereas IU(2D)
w increases

southward at a nearly constant rate (because the wind does not appreciably change over the area). Over
the shelf area north of the Senegal-Gambia border (13∘35’35"N), vertical upwelling transport into the mixed
layer is only a small fraction of the theoretical transport predicted by Ekman theory (one sixth to one tenth
depending on model forcings). Discounting downwelling in (1) (i.e., only summing positive values of hori-
zontal flow divergence) provides a more conservative upper bound for upwelling intensity which is still only
∼30% of the theoretical Ekman-based estimation in Sclm and Shfw. Overall, model enrichment through
upwelling and also shelf export/losses to the open ocean (U(x100)) are thus strongly decoupled from the 2DV
Ekman transport (IU(2D)

w ).

Coastal upwelling is known to be modulated by the large and mesoscale geostrophic flow [Colas et al., 2008;
Marchesiello and Estrade, 2010]. Near cancellation of upwelling south of 14∘20’N is related to meridional buoy-
ancy and SSH gradients (warmer and higher elevation in the south) that translate into onshore geostrophic
flow. This is readily visible in Figures 1e–1f and precisely quantified along the 100 m isobath in the model
(Figure 2f ). During the upwelling season the geostrophic flow is onshore with velocity∼ 3–5 cm−1 (∼ 10 cm−1)
south (north) of 14∘20’N. This yields a total flow that is onshore in the north (as previously noted) and a major
reduction of the offshore flow in the south. Transmission of alongshore pressure gradient signals across a
continental shelf is a complex subject [Csanady, 1978; Kelly and Chapman, 1988], but our analysis done at
the shelf break captures geostrophic velocities that are also present over shallower parts of the shelf (see
Figures 1e–1f ). Although geostrophic velocities are formally divergent free on an f plane (i.e., they would
have no contribution when inserted into equation (1)), the onshore geostrophic flow modified by lateral fric-
tion (and possibly nonlinearities) over the shelf turns out to have a strong impact on SSUS-averaged vertical
velocities, in agreement with the idealized studies in Marchesiello and Estrade [2010]. The similarity between
observed/simulated SSH patterns and the limited sensitivity of the onshore flow (and IUw) to forcing com-
plexity give confidence in the realism of the model dynamics. Nonetheless, the precise figures obtained for
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Figure 3. (a) The 150 randomly chosen particle trajectories showing the typical pathways followed by waters to reach
the warm inner shelf region. Color coding is for particle depth (m). The magenta line at 17∘27’N represents the position
of the section where particles are intercepted to determine their location of entry onto the shelf. The grey solid line
closely following the coast delineates the portion of the shelf where temperature is reconstructed based on a simplified
advection plus forcing model (see section 3.4 and supporting information Text S4). Circles in magenta represent the
exploration and appraisal wells offshore of the SSUC (adapted from the CAIRN Senegal report for 2016, available at
http://www.cairnenergy.com/index.asp?pageid=856. (b) Latitude-depth probability density function for the location of
final entry onto the shelf (determined using all trajectories of particles that exit the shelf during their 2 month backward
integration; log10 units).

the overall SSUS upwelling intensity presumably depend on imperfect basin-scale open boundary informa-
tion and how it propagates in our model. A slight excess of alongshore pressure gradient forces would result
in a deficit of upwelling compatible with the model SST bias discussed in section 3.1 (but note again the good
model/data agreement in regional sea level; see Figure 1).

3.4. Inner Shelf Circulation and Thermal Structure
We now focus on the strip of warm water located inshore of the cold upwelling tongue. Existence of that
strip is classically understood, in a 2-D vertical subinertial framework, as the consequence of Ekman transport
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shuts down in shallow waters [Estrade et al., 2008]. Essential to this conceptual view is the assumption that
momentum is sufficiently well mixed over the inner shelf so that wind and bottom friction equilibrate without
involving the Coriolis force. This 2DV explanation leaves key questions unanswered about origin and renewal
of the water in the strip. Another issue is that the water column in the strip was observed to be stratified even
when upwelling conditions were established, so the 2DV explanation cannot always hold [Capet et al., 2017].

To gain insight into the inner shelf dynamics, we use an offline Lagrangian model and integrate backward in
time 12,000 particles released in the warm strip (see details in supporting information Text S3). Trajectories
reveal the pathways followed by the particles (Figure 3a). Most drifters ending up in the warm strip originate
offshore in the subsurface and are brought to the SSUS by excursions of the northward flowing slope under-
current (over a broad latitude range but in larger numbers around 13∘30’N and north of 14∘N, in agreement
with mean interior currents shown in Figure 2b); they are subsequently advected northward and upshelf until
they penetrate into the bay situated south of Dakar (locally known as Hann Bight) (80% of drifters reach to
within 15 km of the northern extremity of the SSUS at 14∘45’N); then, they flow southward while remaining
confined nearshore. SSUS inner shelf waters are thus mainly composed of upwelling waters having passed
through the Bay of Dakar choke point in the vicinity of which the largest vertical velocities are found (i.e.,
where most changes in trajectory colors are seen in Figure 3b).

The simplicity of the Lagrangian trajectories (Figure 3a) and the inner shelf/midshelf currents (Figure 2c) sug-
gests a straightforward explanation for the SSUS nearshore thermal structure: across-shore gradients in heat
sinks/sources affecting near-surface waters as they are advected southward approximately uniformly. To test
the plausibility of this, we reconstruct the steady state meridional profile of temperature T

is

r that would result

from having inner shelf waters evolve due to net air-sea heat fluxes F
is

h (y) as they are advected southward by
the time- and depth-averaged inner shelf flow vis. Neglecting lateral advective and diffusive heat transfers
with the rest of the shelf, we thus have (see supporting information Text S4 for details)

𝜕yT
is

(r)(y) = F
is

h∕(𝜌0cpH
is

vis) (3)

Good correspondence between observed, simulated, and reconstructed coastal temperatures is found (Figure
S2), thereby confirming that warm inner shelf temperatures south of ∼ 14∘20’N can be produced by applying
air-sea heat fluxes to recently upwelled waters travelling straight south from northern SSUS, without com-
plex recirculations. In deeper parts of the shelf, southward advection (Figure 2c) and net air-sea fluxes (not
shown) are comparable in magnitude but the water column is generally more stratified. Thus, surface cool-
ing by mixing with subsurface waters cannot be neglected. This yields across-shore differences in warming
rates of southward flowing surface waters that are qualitatively consistent with the SSUS nearshore temper-
ature pattern. Note, though, that the model has limited horizontal resolution (Δx ≈ 2 km) so turbulence at
scale 0(1) km and less is not explicitly represented; the possible underestimation of lateral exchanges/mixing
in our simulations due to absence of some inner shelf processes such as wave-induced circulation; and large
uncertainties in the air-sea heat fluxes. Irrespective of these caveats, our results underscore the 3-D nature of
the SSUS dynamics and more specifically the importance of mean alongshore currents in the functioning of
the inner shelf, e.g., in terms of retention and enrichment.

4. Conclusions

The dynamics of the southern Senegal upwelling sector is investigated by means of ROMS numerical simu-
lations that resolve the frontal features present over the continental shelf during the upwelling season. The
presence of Cape Verde exerts a major influence over the mesoscale activity, Ekman coastal divergence, and
upwelling circulation (pathways followed by cold subsurface water feeding the coastal divergence and fate
of upwelled waters). Existence of significant north to south buoyancy and sea level gradients in the southern
fringes of the Canary system also have important implications for the SSUS dynamics. Specifically, our analy-
ses show that (1) the overwhelming fraction of SSUS upwelling takes place in its northern part, within 30 km
from Cape Verde and largely arises from alongshore flow acceleration in the lee of Cape Verde; (2) overall
SSUS upwelling intensity is only a small fraction of the upwelling expected from simple Ekman transport
theory because the geostrophic flow is robustly onshore and counteracts offshore Ekman drift; and (3) as a
consequence of (1) and (2), cross-shore exchanges are strongly diminished in the SSUS which leads to the
development of a persistent thermal front reflecting the contrasted evolution of inner shelf and midshelf
waters subjected to air-sea heating.
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Interruption of the alongshore flow by the Cape Verde peninsula and shelf widening present immediately to
the south are instrumental with respect to conclusion (1). Both conspire to concentrate entries of water onto
the midshelf to the north of 14∘20’N, on average. This is in contrast with the diversity of upwelling routes found
along the Oregon coast [Rivas and Samelson, 2011]. Convergent onshore currents associated with a recurrent
anticyclonic eddy help satisfy the 3-D flow nondivergence in the vicinity of Cape Verde.

Concerning (2), note that more water is presumably drawn onto the shelf than required to close the Ekman
circulation, e.g., due to wind synoptic variability or other sources of across-shore intermittent flow such as
coastal-trapped waves and slope mesoscale activity [Capet et al., 2017]. Part of this water may be incorporated
into the mixed layer through processes unrelated to Ekman transport divergence (e.g., mixing due to super-
inertial motions) [Avicola et al., 2007; Capet et al., 2017]. Overall enrichment may thus be more intense than
our present analyses indicate. Still in the context of (2), the importance of alongshore pressure gradients is
qualitatively supported by sea level model-data comparison but a more quantitative investigation is needed.
Given uncertainties in sea level estimates, additional model experiments forced at large-scale by various ocean
reanalyses would inform of SSUS upwelling rate sensitivities. It seems also quite important to put SSUS pri-
mary productivity estimates in perspective with accurate upwelling rates accounting for onshore geostrophic
flow contributions [i.e., not solely based on traditional wind-based upwelling indices; Bakun, 1973].

The southern Senegal marine ecosystem plays an outstanding social, economical, and cultural role. A major
depollution program has recently started around Dakar that will necessitate several outfalls to be built to
release wastewaters within approximately a mile or less from shore [Lewis, 2016]. Oil exploitation in West
African waters is moving forward in several locations, including just offshore of the southern Senegal conti-
nental shelf (see locations of existing exploration and appraisal wells in Figure 3). In both contexts, a frequent
assumption is that upwelling dynamics shall ensure rapid offshore dispersal of near-surface pollutants. This
view is seriously challenged by our work which pleads for cautious impact assessments. Onshore transport
and nearshore retention of surface waters is pervasive in the northern SSUC which, as our study highlights,
plays a major ecological role for small pelagic fish reproduction. Spawning there offers good odds for eggs
and larvae of being retained over the shelf into upwelling waters. Circumstantial evidence that the northern
SSUS is indeed a favored spawning zone was provided by egg counts performed during the AWA 2014 field
experiment. An overwhelming fraction of all fish eggs sampled in the SSUC was found in a limited region north
of 14∘20’N and inshore of the 50 m isobath (see supporting information Text S5). For Engraulis Encrasicolis
no eggs were found outside this sector. All these point to the importance of ensuring a good ecological health
status in this zone.

Our study has focused on climatological patterns, but the role of synoptic variability will need careful inves-
tigation, e.g., with respect to small pelagic fish recruitment success. Inspection of thousands of SST MODIS
scenes [Ndoye et al., 2014] suggests that synoptic misfortunes in the form of rapid offshore export must be
rare for eggs spawned in the northern SSUC. One such misfortune may have occurred during AWA 2014 when
unusual offshore extension of the cold SSUS tongue was observed (Figure S3b), in relation with a sustained
period of above-average upwelling wind intensity, and also reduced heat flux from the atmosphere. In this
context, modification in the frequency of occurrence of SSUS synoptic states might be a key local expression of
climate change in this sector. Changes of the regional-scale thermohaline structure affecting pressure gradi-
ents offshore of the SSUS might be another one. This effect is explored in Oerder et al. [2015] for the Humboldt
system and turns out to be modest (in comparison to expected changes in wind intensity). A similar investi-
gation is underway for the southern Canary system where the role of longshore pressure gradients appears
far more crucial. Conversely, the study of upwelling dynamics in sectors characterized by a wide continental
shelf (such as the Sahara Bank and St. Helena Bay in the Benguela system) will benefit from using the type of
approach and analyses developed herein.
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